This publication lists a selection of consumer economics and consumer mathematics textbooks available for review from the National Institute for Consumer Education. Twenty-six textbooks for the secondary level are cited. Nine advanced level texts are also listed. These texts are generally considered college level texts but could be adapted for advanced high school classes. Author, title, edition, publisher, place of publication, year of publication, and Library of Congress classification number are provided. (YLB)
Consumer Economics and Mathematics Textbooks

This is a selection of textbooks available for review from the National Institute for Consumer Education, 207 Rackham Building, Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, MI 48197. Phone: 313-487-2292.

Secondary Level

Antell, Gerson

Baum, Daniel Jay and Robert Force

Beehler, Lydia et al

Bonnice, Joseph G. and Rosella Bannister

Brenneke, Judith S. and Mary Lou Hammil

Campbell, Sally

Daughtrey, Anne Scott

Day, Harlan R. and David A. Dieterle

Donnelly, Mary Queen
Erickson, Stanley
**HBJ Consumer Mathematics.** Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Orlando, FL, 1989. TX 326.E75x

Frederick, Marguerite et al
**Practical Mathematics: Consumer Applications.** Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Austin, TX, 1989. HG 179.P73x

French, Francis G.
**Consumer Mathematics.** Prentice Hall, Needham, MA, 1989. TX 326.F74x

Green, D. Hayden

Harmeyer, Kathleen M.

Jelley, Herbert M. et al

Kimbrell, Grady
**The Savvy Consumer.** McKnight Publishing Co., Bloomington, IL, 1984. TX 335.K43

Lowe, Ross et al

Morton, John S. and Ronald R. Rezny
**Economics for Consumers, 3rd ed.** Houghton Mifflin, Boston, MA, 1989. TX 335.M68

O'Connor, Joyce L. and Elizabeth Goldsmith
**Life Management Skills.** South-Western Publishing Co., Cincinnati, OH, 1987. HQ 796.O26x

Quattrini, Joseph A.

Ryan, Joan S.
Advanced Level Texts

These texts are generally considered college level texts but could be adapted for advanced high school classes.

Bowden, Elbert V.

Garman, E. Thomas

Garman, E. Thomas and Raymond Forgue

Hailstones, Thomas J. and Frank V. Mastrianna

Hailstones, Thomas J. and Frank V. Mastrianna
Herrmann, Robert O.


Kapoor, Jack R., Les R. Dlabay, and Robert J. Hughes


Lee, Stewart M. and Mel Zelenak


Miller, Roger LeRoy
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